Let k be an algebraically closed field and / 6 k[x\ , ... , xn+¡].
Introduction
(0.1) Let / G C[xi, ... , x"+i] and fix an embedded resolution h : X -> A"+1 of f~x{0} . Denote by E,, i g S, the irreducible components of h~x (f~x{0}) o with multiplicities TV,-in the divisor of /o h . Put also F, := F, \ |Jj_¿( F,.
(0.2) For curves (n = 1) let k¡ denote the number of intersection points of F, with other E¡, j G S. The following is essentially known. (We suppose that no F, is created by a silly blowing up in a smooth point of f~x{0}.) in the resolution graph, where all E, are exceptional curves, such that ( 1 ) kj = 2 for i = \, ... , r -\ and kr ^ 3 ; and (2) No\Ni for all i= 1, ... ,r.
Suppose for simplicity that /~'{0} is reduced. Then the following implies the proposition above.
Assertion. Take some d G N, d > 1. If\J¡eTEj is a maximal connected subset of\JieSE¡ with respect to the property that E¡ is an exceptional curve and d\N¡ for all icT, then ier Here x(') denotes the (complex) Euler-Poincaré characteristic. Remark that o an exceptional curve F, is isomorphic to P1, so ^(F,) = 2 -k,■.
(0.3) We will in fact prove the following generalization of (0.2) in all dimensions. Furthermore our proof is conceptual in the sense that it doesn't require h to be a composition of blowing ups.
Theorem ( §3). Suppose that f~x{0} is reduced and take d G N, d > 1 . If \J¡eTE¿ c h~x{0} is a maximal connected subset of \Ji€SEj with respect to the property that d\N¡ for all i e T, then (-iy£x(F,) :s0.
¡er ( The fact that h maps (J;67-F, to a point implies that all E¡, ieT, are proper exceptional varieties. )
A motivation for this theorem are several conjectures relating Igusa's local zeta function and the topological zeta function of / to the monodromy of o /_1{0} . Philosophically F, with (-l)"x(E¡) < 0 are expected to be 'compeno sated' by F, with (-l)"x(E¡) > 0. See [V] for a result for curves. o (0.4) We also prove (in §4) some vanishing results concerning the /(F,) for a connected subset U(67.F, with d\N¡ for all i G T. Moreover we do not restrict to C but work simultaneously over a groundfield of arbitrary characteristic.
(0.5) Finally we give an application of those vanishing results on the above mentioned zeta functions. More precisely suppose that d G N \ {0} does not divide the order of any eigenvalue of the local monodromy of / at 0. Let \JieTEj c h~x{0} be a maximal connected subset of \JieSEi with respect to the property that d\N¡ for all i G T. If all N¡, i G T, are mutually different and the E¡,i € T, satisfy a certain affineness condition, then |J(67-F; does not contribute to the topological zeta function of / or to 'almost all' Igusa's local zeta functions of /. See §5 for exact statements.
Preliminaries
(1.1) Let k denote either C or an algebraic closure ¥aq of the finite field with q elements. We fix a nonconstant polynomial / G k[x\, ... , xn+\], determining a hypersurface /-I {0} in A"+1 (k), which we suppose to be reduced.
See Remark 3.6 for general /. Just to simplify notation we also suppose that /(0) = 0.
Let h : X -> A"+1 be an embedded resolution (of singularities) of / '{0}. (If k = C, then (X, h) always exists for any / by Hironaka's Main Theorem [H] ; and if k -Vaq we just suppose some (X, h) to be given. See also §5 for 'reduction mod P' of a characteristic zero situation.) We denote the (reduced) irreducible components of h~x(f~x{0}) by F,, i e S, and their multiplicities in the divisor of / o h by TV, ; i.e. (/ o h) = £,eS/V,F;. Now if fc = FJ we furthermore suppose (X, h) to be a tame resolution, i.e. q is prime to N¡ for each i e S. The F, consist of exceptional varieties and of irreducible components of the strict transform of f~x{0} ; the last ones have N¡ = I .
o o
We put F, := F, \ \JJ9tiEj, E¡ := f|/e/F, and F7 := E, \\Jj<t,E} for any 0^1 cS.
Nearby cycles.
(1.2) Fix any prime I ¡f q, and let Q" denote an algebraic closure of the i-adic numbers. For any scheme V of finite type over k we denote by H'(V) its singular cohomology groups H'(V, C), respectively its i-aàic cohomology groups H'{V,Q$).
We abbreviate by P4> the complex of nearby cycles R*¥foh(C) or Ä»P/oA(<Q>£) on h~x(f~x{0}) and denote by *¥J its cohomology sheaves, see [SGA7, Exposés XIII-XIV]. Let also F0 denote the (local) Milnorfiber of / at 0 (g A"+1), and J the local monodromy group of A1 (A:) at 0. (If k = C, then S 2 Z.)
The monodromy group S acts on F0, RM' and various associated cohomology objects. By an eigenvalue of monodromy of / at 0 we mean any eigenvalue of the action of J7 on any cohomology group H'(Fo). It is well known that those eigenvalues are roots of unity [SGA7, Exposé I].
We also recall the following fundamental facts. where D¡ is a finite set on which S acts transitively, and \D¡\ is equal to the largest common divisor of the N,■, i G /.
Remark. The isomorphism in (ii) is not canonical; it becomes canonical if instead of Mi we write its Täte twist M¡(-\). We will not use this more general statement. (1.6) For any finite-dimensional C-, respectively Q^-vectorspace, constructible sheaf, or (eventually shifted) perverse sheaf ¿F on which S acts we denote by y* the x-unipotent part of y, i.e. the maximal subobject in the corresponding category on which S acts like xr times a unipotent action. One can show that for (perverse) sheaves taking the x-unipotent part commutes with taking (hyper-)cohomology groups.
(1.7) We motivate this construction by the following strategy. If d\N¡ for all / G T c S we will prove in Proposition 2.2 that
Then the crucial result (Corollary 3.4) is that, when T satisfies the conditions of our main theorem, we have
EULER CHARACTERISTICS AND HYPERCOHOMOLOGY
From now on we fix rfeN as in (1.5) and its associated character k .
2.1. Lemma, (i) We have that Çf>_)* = 0 on \Jd¡fN¡ E, for all ;> 0.
(ii) On any E¡ for which d\N¡ for all ici, we have that (T0)* is lisse of rank one and that 
We partition M into the locally closed subsets E/k) :-\J¡CT,\i\=kEi ■ Then by Lemma 2.1 we can describe (VFJ)X on M as m«/«. ~j[(v°rP ifo^j^k,
Since (T0)* is lisse of rank one on E^ = \Ji€TEi we have that
W / Using Poincaré duality we finally obtain We now consider (in the derived category of complexes of sheaves with bounded constructible cohomology) the exact triangle a*Ra'K -►«"-** RjJ*K -¿¡S associated to K := ß*R¥* ' and M A M\j(\JseJ Es) ¿ \Js€J Es. By Lemma 2.1(i) we have that j*K ~ 0. So a.Ra-K ~ K, which implies that RaK ã *K, i.e.
(ii) Raß*Rx¥*~1 ~ e*fix'x"1 . Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.2, since the last is obviously also valid for x~l. G Joining this corollary to Proposition 2.1 we obtain our positivity theorem.
3.5. Theorem. Take ¿£N with d > 1, and in positive characteristic also with d prime to q . If {jieTE¡ c h~x{0} is a maximal connected subset of (Ji€SEi with respect to the property that d\N¡ for all i G T, then (-iyJ2x(E,)^o. (ii) We can extend our results further to the following data : replace A"+1 by any nonsingular variety V and / by a nonconstant regular function on V .
(3.7) Theorem 3.5 is in general not true if dimh(\J¡eTE¡) > 0 ; now in view o of connections with monodromy it is more natural to study the x(E¡C\h~x{0}) ; see [A, Theorem 3] . Consider for example the easy case where / depends only on xi, ... ,
x"+i_r; say f(x\, ... , xn+\) = g(x\, ... , x"+i_r). Via the natural embedding A«+i-r^A«+i we have g~x{0} = f~x{0} n An+X~r and f~x{0} ^ g~x{0} x Ar.
We now suppose that the resolution (X, h) of /~'{0} is derived in the obvious way from a resolution (X', h') of g~x{0} with associated irreducible components E\, i G T, of h'~l(g~x{0}). So in particular X' = Xnh~x(An+x-r) , X^X'xAr, E\ = E¡ n X' , Et s El x Ar.
Proposition. Take d as in Theorem 3.5 and let \Ji€TE¡ be a maximal connected subset of \JieSE, with respect to the property that d\N¡ for all i G T. If \J¡eTÉíc1i'^{0},theñ
Proof. Since h~x{0} c X1, we have for all i e T that F, n h~x{0} = E\ n h' {0} = E'¡. Then the statement is just Theorem 3.5 applied to g, (X1, h1) and LUFF;. G One can eventually generalize these ideas to the case where 0 has an open neighbourhood V in A"+1 which satisfies (compatible) isomorphisms V^BxI and /"'{0} n V = (/_1{0} n B) x / for some 'transversal slice' B of V .
Nullity of Euler characteristics
We still fix d G N as in (1.5) and its associated character x. (4.1) We say that an exceptional variety E¡, j e S, for which d\Nj satisfies the affineness condition if E¡ \ \Jd ^ E¡ is affine.
Here we should remark that in concrete examples and for fixed d a lot of exceptional varieties satisfy this affineness condition. It is neither a generic nor a special condition but something 'in between'.
(4.2) We have in the definition above that the restriction of (T0)" to Ej is a local system on Ej \ U¿ wv, E¡ and vanishes elsewhere. When Ej satisfies o the affineness condition we can prove remarkable results concerning the x(E¡), where E¡ c Ej and d\N¡ for all id.
We first consider the easy case when only one other F, with d\N¡ intersects (5.3) So when r divides no N¡ at all then Z^(s) is holomorphic on C. Now the N¡ are not intrinsically associated to f~x{0} ; but the order of any eigenvalue of the local monodromy on f~x{0} divides some N¡ (see [A, Theorem 3] and [D4, Lemma 4.6] ). The following conjecture of Denef is motivated by this observation.
5.4. Conjecture. If d c N \ {0} does not divide the order (as root of unity) of any eigenvalue of the local monodromy of f at any point of f~x{0}, then Zt"p(s) is holomorphic on C for all r such that d\r.
(5.5) For curves ( n = 1 ) we actually proved this conjecture (as well as Conjecture 5.12) in [V] , using the following crucial result. Suppose that (X, h) is the canonical resolution of /_1{0} in A2 and that d satisfies the assumption of Conjecture 5.4. Then a maximal connected subset \J¡€TE¡ of U/es^f wrtn respect to the property that d\N¡ for all i c T consists of just one exceptional o curve F,0, furthermore satisfying x(E¡0) = 0 .
Hence for d\r such a 'maximal subset' F,0 does not contribute to Z^(s), i.e. X(Eio)-^71rr=0.
via + sNl0
Now for n ^ 2 such a maximal subset (J/e7-F, can be quite arbitrarily complicated and there is certainly no restriction on |F|. The following proposition generalizes this noncontribution result to arbitrary dimensions when certain conditions are imposed on the E¿, i c T.
5.6. Proposition. Suppose that d c N \ {0} does not divide the order of any eigenvalue of the local monodromy of f at 0. Let U;6rF, c h~x{0} be a maximal connected subset of \J¡€SE¡ with respect to the property that d\N¡ for all icT.
If all N,■, i c T, are mutually different and all but eventually one E¡, i c T, satisfy the affineness condition (4.1), then U,€rF, does not contribute to Zt(0rp(s) for d\r; i.e. Let K be a finite extension of the field Qp of p-adic numbers, R the valuation ring of K, P the maximal ideal of R, and K = R/P the residue field with cardinality q . For z G K we denote by ordz G Z U {+00} its valuation, \z\ = q-°Tdz its absolute value, and ac(z) = zn~0Tdz its angular component, where n is a fixed uniformizing parameter for R .
Let g(x) c K[x], x = (xi, ... , x"+i), be a nonconstant polynomial over K and /c:fix-tCx a character of R* , the group of units of R. (We formally put k(0) = 0.) To these data one associates Igusa's local zeta function, which is the meromorphic continuation to C of /c(ac,g-(x))|£(x)|s|i/x| for Res > 0, where \dx\ denotes the Haar measure on Kn+X , normalized such that Rn+X has measure 1. Igusa [Ig] showed that it is a rational function of q~s .
There is a formula for ZK(s) in terms of an embedded resolution of g~x{0} which is similar to the expression of Z^'p(s) ; see Theorem 5.10.
(5.8) From now on we suppose that / is defined over some number field F ; so we can define Igusa's local zeta function of / with respect to any completion K of F . We furthermore suppose that k is induced by a character k : Kx = F* -> Cx of order d. (So in particular d\(q -1).)
Fixing an embedding of C in <Q$ we can consider k as a character k : F* -> (Q")x . Since F* is a quotient of the arithmetical local monodromy group G of A'(F9) at 0, we can extend k to G and then consider its restriction to ^ . So k induces a character x : S -> (Q")x , which we take as the x of (1.5).
See [D4, (2.1)] for more details.
(5.9) We choose the embedded resolution (X, h) of (1.1) such that it is (scheme-theoretically) defined over K , and we furthermore suppose that it has tame good reduction mod P ; see [Dl, §2] or [D3, (3.2) ]. (If we choose (X, h) to be defined over the number field F itself we have tame good reduction for almost all completions K .)
We denote the reduction mod P of /, h, X and the E¡, i c S, respectively by /, h , X and E¡. Then also the embedded resolution (X&W" , h®Waq) of /~ ' {0} ® F£ can be considered as a case of the data of ( 1.1 ). More precisely the irreducible components of h~x (/_1 {0}) ® F£ are the connected components of the Ej®Waq, icS, and they have multiplicity N¡ in the divisor of (/o/i)®F£ on X ; see [Dl, [2] [3] 5.12. Conjecture [D4, (4. 3)]. If f(x) is defined over a number field F c C, then for almost all completions K of F (i.e. for all except a finite number) we have the following : if the order of k does not divide the order of any eigenvalue of the (complex) local monodromy of f at any complex point of f~x {0}, then ZK(s) is holomorphic on C.
